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Israel Supports Al Qaeda Rebels: Syria Opposition
Terrorists Treated in Israeli Hospital
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The  Israeli  occupation  army  established  a  field  hospital  on  the  Golan  Heights  to  treat  the
Syrian injured militants who belong to the terrorist groups in Syria.

These groups have treated over 700 of their injured militants in that hospitals, according to
Israeli media outlets.

The Zionist  army prevented the media outlets  from broadcasting the activities of  the field
hospital yet allowed the Second Channel to prepare a report about it in order to promote the
“humane Israeli step towards the Syrians.”

The report mainly focused on the Israeli intentions behind treating the militants, clarifying
that the Israelis aim was to strengthen and deepen their relations with the terrorist groups
in Syria in order to keep the calm and stability which now prevails between these groups
and Israel at Palestinian-Syrian borders.

The report also included interviews with a number of the militants who stated that “Zionism
is not macabre as it has been portrayed by the Syrian regime.”

“The regime used to force us to believe that our enemy is all the surrounding
world, yet after the beginning of the revolution, we recognized our real friends
and  real enemies.”
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